June 26, 1949

Spoke about Authority in 3. Life (leadership)

OGN is a symbol of leadership and authority requirements are as follows:

A. Authority - leader must derive
   "true authority" from followers - even in Spiritual leadership esp. impossible w/o:
   social ethics - 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th - must be learned to sympathize w/ followers. First
   learn to sympathize w/ followers.

Illustrate: I+ Church, meeting

B. Authority through Preparation - leadership not by inspiration, spontaneous
   inspiration. He does not just juggle, spend
   much time, nor is he preparing, only then, can authority be exercised.

Illustrate: Preparation for prophecy. Some people have
   accepted "inspiration" that SHE
   requires long sleep.

Illustrate: Noah Elwyn Silver (Chasam) -

C. Only then ...
   bean feast, prove effective...